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President’s Corner – Happy Fall, Miami-Dade-Monroe Chapter 
by Judith Migoya, Psy.D., President 

j.migoya@mailppa.com  

 

Happy Fall Miami-Dade-Monroe Chapter (MDMC), 

  

As we get ready to wrap up the year, I am recollecting 

highlights of our past chapter events, as well as looking 

forward to fall and winter happenings within our chapter. The 

Miami-Dade-Monroe Chapter of FPA has been home to 

excellent workshops during the winter and spring of 2015. 

These have included unique and specialty topics such as 

adventure and wilderness therapies, eating disorders in 

adolescents, early traumatic experience and later development 

of mood and substance abuse disorders, and, most recently, an 

overview of the WISC-V.  
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After a welcomed summer break and having been energized by the FPA 

Summer Convention, we returned to a much-anticipated schedule of 

workshops this fall of 2015. Our first fall workshop, which took place 

earlier this month, featured Dr. Eric Storch (Clinical Director of Rogers 

Behavioral Health – Tampa Bay) and Dr. Marni Jacob in an informative 

and practical presentation on Cognitive Behavioral Treatment of 

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. This was one of the best attended workshops we have had 

so far, generating well-deserved enthusiasm and provocative questions among our members. 

We had visiting members from the Broward and Palm chapters, and even some skeptical 

non-members showed up to be part of the event, hopefully turning them into “believers” and 

future FPA   

members. On October 8th we also held a Social Networking Happy Hour at La Bottega in 

Coconut Grove, sponsored by the Oliver-Pyatt Centers of South Miami. This event was both 

informative and enjoyable, as, from a social standpoint, provided an avenue to connect with 

our colleagues in a more relaxed atmosphere.    

  

Later this month, on October 21st, Cheval Breggins, 

MBA, Executive Director of the Florida Psychological 

Association will be visiting Miami to provide a very useful 

workshop regarding the Marketing of Psychological Services. 

The following month, on November 13th, our very own 

Samantha Carella, PsyD, ABPP (Continuing Education 

Committee Chair for the MDMC) and special education attorney Allison Hertog, Esq., MA 

will update us regarding legal issues affecting special education and related psychological 

services during a CE workshop titled: “Helping Disabled Students Obtain their Legal 

Entitlements: Grades K-12 and Beyond.” We plan on wrapping up a successful and 

productive year in the company of our esteemed colleagues and friends during our Annual 

Holiday Brunch, which will be held on Sunday, December 13th. The location and speaker 

for our Annual Holiday Brunch will be announced in the near future, but we can expect an 

end-of-the-year meeting that will be both educational and inspirational, while enjoying a 

comfortable atmosphere, savory treats, and great company.  

  

Of course, various other important events and topics of controversy have marked our 

profession and organization this year, some of which will be covered by other contributors 

on this newsletter. These are certainly worth exploring and consider as we move forward in 

our professional practices, FPA as an organization, and as individuals. 

  

In the meantime, we hope many of you can join us at future events and that some of 

you consider leadership positions within our organization. Not only is this involvement 

personally rewarding, but also professionally meaningful, given the opportunities to shape 

the future of psychology and of the Florida Psychological Association.  

  

Enjoy the rest of the year! 

=================================================================  

What is necessary to change a person is to change his awareness of himself.  

— Abraham Maslow 

=================================================================  
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Southeast Regional Conference – February 2016 
by Samantha Carella, Psy.D., ABPP, CAF President 

Continuing Education Chair 

s.carella@mailppa.com 

 

We are excited to announce that we have secured our 

location and dates for the FPA Southeast Regional Conference.  

The Southeast Regional Conference will be held at Holy Cross 

Hospital in Fort Lauderdale on February 26 and 27, 2016.   

 

The Regional Conference will offer the required continuing 

education credits, as well as other workshops.  We are currently 

working on a lineup of interesting talks, networking 

events and social opportunities, and will keep you 

posted.  As you all know, our psychologist licenses 

come up for renewal in May 2016 of next year. As a 

refresher (since I have to check myself often) you will 

need to have 40 hours of continuing education credit, 

which should include 3 hours of ethics/laws credit and 2 

hours of medical errors credit. Every three renewals 

(that is every 6 years) you must have 2 hours of domestic violence CE.  

 

The Regional Conference is a joint effort of the Miami-Dade-Monroe, Broward and 

Palm Chapters.  It will be held in place of the summer convention.  The Regional 

Conference Committee is made up of hard working psychologists who are donating their 

time to put this conference together.  We hope you will join us. It will give you a chance to 

network and catch up with other psychologists across the state. Make sure to mark your 

calendars today! 

 

================================================================ 

You don't have to be great to get started, but you have to start to be great. 

— Ralph Waldo Emerson 

================================================================= 

 

Proposal to Change the FPA Election Process 
by William Samek, Ph.D., Bylaws Chair,  

Hospital Practice Chair, Psychology & Law Chair  

samek@msn.com  

 

This is my last year as a member of FPA’s Nominating 

Committee. The most recent four FPA Past Presidents make up 

the members of this committee. I am sad to say that the FPA 

Bylaws have prevented the Nominating Committee from 

making any nominations for leadership again this year. 
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Selecting and developing the best people to serve in leadership of an organization is, 

in my opinion, the single most important task of any organization or any group of people. 

The leaders both set the goals, the direction, and the plans for the organization and they 

implement the committee system (the people) to do the work to accomplish the plans and 

goals.  

 

I have had the privilege of serving on several boards where the board members 

respect each other and where they develop a common view of what the organization needs 

to do and how best to do it. I have also had the misfortune of working on some boards 

where the board members do not appear to respect each other, where they do not listen to 

each other, where they appear to be more interested in power and in winning than in 

working to achieve the mission of the organization. I have found that choosing the correct 

people to lead is extremely important if one wants to have an organization that is fun to 

work for and that is likely to achieve its goals. 

 

Unfortunately, most 

organizations are too large for the 

general membership (the voters) to have 

an opportunity to know the candidates 

well enough to really know who will be 

team players and be leaders who have 

the ability to work well together and who 

are not passive aggressive or destructive 

in some other manner. Usually a small 

group of thoughtful people who really know the possible future leaders can do a better job 

of selecting candidates for leadership than will the membership at large (the voters).  

 

While the small group (the active inner circle) who know the people who will work 

well together and who often have the best ideas and who are willing to actually put in the 

time to accomplish things are the most qualified to propose new leaders, this small group 

can sometimes be seen as elitist and self-perpetuating by some of the larger membership 

group. It is a difficult line sometimes to differentiate the organization that is closed to new 

people from the one that is simply trying to keep out a few destructive individuals who may 

be on power or ego trips and who can severely damage the effective functioning of any 

organization. 

 

I believe that there is an organizational system or structure that can both 

democratically and fairly pick candidates for leadership who have shown the ability to work 

together and to accomplish things and, at the same time, not be elitist and not have the 

power to keep out individuals who want to become involved in helping to run the 

organization.  

 

I think that the best system for selecting candidates to run for FPA office positions 

would be to have a Nominating Committee consisting of the past three presidents, the 

current president, the current president-elect, and the CEO (the FPA Executive Director). 

This committee will consist of more current leadership stake holders than our current system 

has.  
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I think that contested elections are extremely important because 1) They cause the 

candidates to think more carefully about the leadership position for which they are running 

and to clarify their leadership goals in greater detail, and 2) They cause the candidates to 

“campaign” and talk more to the membership (the “voters”) about what the organization 

should be doing, and 3) They give more “prestige” to the office (because one has to work to 

win and winners are chosen by winning a competitive election).  

 

I would recommend that the FPA Nominating Committee be required to 

pick at least two candidates for every position in every election. The 

Committee members would have a better knowledge of the strengths and 

weaknesses of the people who have been showing interest in leadership 

than the larger general membership. Therefore the Committee is able to 

do a better job of picking candidates who will be good future leaders. 

However, I also think it is good to balance the power of an “inner 

circle” nominating committee with allowing the general membership 

to also be able to place people on the ballot. Therefore, in addition to 

the Nominating Committee picking at least two people to run for each 

position in each election, I would also allow anyone who obtains ten 

nominations from the general membership to be able to be an 

additional candidate in the election. This would allow “outsiders” to 

run while also requiring that some of the candidates be people who 

have shown that they have the ability to be good team players and 

good leaders. 

 

It would require an FPA Bylaws change to do the above. The current Bylaws require 

that anyone who obtains ten nominations must be on the ballot. It further requires that if one 

or more people obtain ten nominations, the nominating committee cannot add any additional 

candidates to the ballot. 

 

With our present system, what often happens is that the people who are interested in 

running get together and agree on who will run this year and who will run next year and/or 

run the year after. Then the “this year’s” candidate will ask ten or fifteen friends to nominate 

him or her. This effectively stops FPA most years from having a true election. This easily 

can become a system in which people with big egos and/or with selfish motivations can self-

select to be “elected” President without opposition. As a person who has run for FPA 

President three times and who has been elected twice, I have found that the current 

nomination/election system tends to be comfortable for us candidates (who often run 

unopposed) but it is not good for FPA. 

 

The primary argument that I have heard in support of our present system is that there 

are not enough people who are willing to run. They argue that it would be too difficult for 

the Nominating Committee to come up with two candidates for each office. In an 

organization of our size (or even a much smaller one) I do not believe that at least two 

capable members cannot be found and/or recruited to run for each position. Yes, however, it 

may require the Nominating Committee to do more work than is presently required.  
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If you agree that our current nominating/electing process for FPA leadership should 

be changed, let your current elected representatives and Central Office know that you want a 

Bylaws revision on this. If you do not agree, let them know that. If you do not care enough 

to communicate your feelings one way or the other, then do not be surprised if FPA 

becomes a not very active, do-little organization due to our apathy.  

 

Also, if you disagree with my thoughts on this, please write a column for the next 

newsletter giving your thoughts. Organizational leadership systems is a complex issue upon 

which reasonable people may at times disagree. 

 

Respectfully yours, 

Bill Samek 

 

================================================================ 

When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are challenged to change ourselves. 

- Viktor Frankl 

================================================================    

 

Board of Directors – Leadership Growth  
by Franklin Foote, Ph.D., Chapter Representative 
fsfoote584@gmail.com 
 

In the past several months, the FPA Board of 

Directors (BoD) has been very active with several Zoom 

Meetings and one in-person meeting at the Summer 

Convention near Disney World.  In addition, the BoD 

together with Chapter officers attended a Leadership workshop presented by Cheval 

Breggins, FPA Executive Director.  He explained the responsibilities of different positions 

within FPA and his philosophy of how the organization should be run.  One welcome 

change is that Chapter finances will be the individual Chapter’s responsibility.  In the past, 

Treasurers often did not know how much money the Chapter had available and Chapter 

expenses were micromanaged by the Central Office in Tallahassee.  This is changing under 

the new system. 

 

At the BoD meetings themselves, there were two main 

topics discussed.  One main topic has been FPA finances.  

Bottom line is that finances are in the black.  Finances have 

been helped by the fact that membership has increased by 80 

members, a reversal from the decline in membership seen over 

the past several years.  Let’s hope this is the start of a trend and 

not just a temporary bump.  (Reminder:  Encourage 

nonmember psychologist friends to join!)  FPA also has some 

money invested.  As you may recall, that money was in very 

aggressive and, therefore, risky investments.  While we were lucky in that those investments 

paid off handsomely, last year we decided to switch to a more balanced portfolio.  That 

change has now been accomplished.   
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Of concern is that money had been handled in a poor manner by Central Office in 

the past.  These problems did NOT involve any sort of theft or fraud.  However, poor 

management was involved.  For example, membership dues were not processed into the 

correct account in a timely manner.  Transfers took months that now are being done in a 

week.  Another example is that there were forms that needed to be filed with the 

government and were supposed to be approved by the BoD, but nobody on the BoD had 

even heard of these forms.   

 

The other main topic discussed at BoD meetings was a 

series of issues raised by one member on the FPA ListServe, 

an email communication forum provided for all members of 

FPA.  Some of the issues this psychologist raised may have 

merit, but some issues were presented in a strident, 

confrontational manner resulting in some officers feeling 

offended or threatened.  Most of the in-person meeting and 

major parts of some Zoom Meetings were spent discussing how to respond to these issues 

and the manner in which they were presented.  As a result, some important Agenda items 

such as changes in membership categories and clarifying election procedures were not 

addressed.    

 

If you have any suggestions or questions about the BoD, please feel free to talk with 

me at any of our meetings or send me an email. 

================================================================= 

It's not what you look at that matters, it's what you see.      —   Henry David Thoreau 

================================================================   

 

I Made it into Graduate School!   

Now What? 
by Vanessa Pareda, M.S., Student Representative 

vp197@nova.edu  

 

It was an arduous process to apply, interview and 

ultimately be accepted into a clinical psychology program. 

Once admitted, it is generally assumed that the completion of classes, research and clinical 

hours are all that are needed to successfully graduate from a doctoral program. However, 

there are additional experiences that students can seek in order to not only enhance their 

clinical training, but also stand out amongst other emerging professionals. 

 

Students may search for opportunities related to their area of study in a variety of 

settings. Obviously, many will look to their clinical program, as well as within their 

university, to become involved in school organizations and research projects, while others 

will find mental-health-related jobs (e.g., psychometrician, research coordinator, 

switchboard crisis counselor) through the recommendation of professors and mentors. 

However, opportunities can also be found within local communities, such as working within 

a charity (e.g., homeless shelter), not-for-profit organizations, child welfare programs, 

schools, religious institutions, and the like.  
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These types of settings afford students the chance to be 

exposed to clinical populations of interest, learn about pertinent 

issues affecting the underprivileged in their community, and, again, 

gain an advantage regarding potential work prospects. Lastly, 

involvement in professional psychological organizations, such as the 

Florida Psychological Association, is also crucial for the purposes of 

networking with other students and mental health specialists, 

professional development, and possibly connecting with employment 

and/or internship positions. Professional organizations also provide 

opportunities for involvement in leadership positions, even as a 

student, which only add value to one’s career accomplishments and development as a well-

rounded professional.  

 

In sum, the importance of seeking experiences beyond that provided by our 

psychology graduate programs cannot be (and is often not) stressed sufficiently, as these 

opportunities will afford graduate students a wider range of career choices, as well as 

facilitate professional and personal growth.   

 

 

================================================================  

Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all. 

-  Aristotle 

================================================================   

 

 

A New Approach – Virtual Legislation Week 
by Shelley Slapion-Foote, Ph.D., LAPPB Representative 

fsfoote584@gmail.com   

305-271-1744 

 

In the past, we Legislative Affairs and Public Policy 

Board (LAPPB) Representatives would do our “ground 

work” by meeting with as many members of the Senate and 

House of Representatives as we possibly could in our home district.  This involved 

numerous calls to their offices, often getting no response and having to persist until we 

could make contact.  Typically, we would meet with Legislative Aides who were the 

conduits of information to the Senator or House of Representative members.  Often, 

establishing a relationship with these Legislative Aides was just as or even more important 

than meeting with the Legislator themselves.  These individuals are the conduits to getting 

our information passed along the chain of command.  As one can imagine, because Senators 

and House Representatives are pretty busy folks, Legislative Aides are typically more 

available and have more time to talk.   
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We arrived to our appointments with materials from the Florida Psychological 

Association, probably the most useful of which was “A Legislator’s Guide:  Communicating 

with Distressed Constituents” – a lovely fifteen page, glossy brochure with concrete 

recommendations on how to deal with different types of constituents that may be 

encountered by the Legislative Aides or Legislators.  Addressed were “The Verbally   

Aggressive Person,” “The Violent or Physically Destructive Person,” “The Irrational 

Person,” and “The Paranoid Person” as well as how to contact us for further help as needed.  

This guide was adapted from one originally published by the California Psychological 

Association in 1994, Third Edition, 2009, by Sandra R. Harris, Ph.D., with their permission. 

 

Not only were these brochures gratefully accepted, we were able to offer to the 

Legislators offices training, meetings with additional Legislative aides, and a presence of 

the Florida Psychological Association as well as who we were and what we did.  It was not 

uncommon to be asked “What is the difference between a psychologist and a psychiatrist?” 

not only by the Legislative Aides but by the Legislators themselves.  These visits, which 

occurred throughout the State of Florida, were intended to forge a relationship between the 

Legislators, their Staff and the individual LAPPB members who were out there “pounding 

the pavement” trying to protect the rights of psychologists.  Meeting with the Aides and 

sometimes with the Legislators was most enjoyable – both for the LAPPB Representative 

and for the Legislators and their Staff. 

 

What was most frustrating was trying to 

even get a call-back from some of these offices.  

Calls, if answered at all, were often met with 

recorded messages. We left our contact information 

over and over again.  Sometimes when we did get a 

call back, we were informed that our request must 

be made “only by e-mail.” Then we would wait and 

wait and send and send additional requests for 

contact.  My main take-away from this past year was that I truly feel badly for the 

constituents of some of these Representatives or Senators because no response came. 

 

This year, due to Budget limitations, LAPPB Representatives did not get to go to 

Tallahassee for the official Legislative Day when all the Senators and House of 

Representative officials have their doors open to anyone who wants to see them.  Some of 

them make appointments, some handle people as they come.  This Legislative Day was an 

opportunity for LAPPB representatives to see the Senators and Representatives in their own 

offices in Tallahassee.  It was full of hustle and bustle, running around between the House 

and Senate, and gave time for much needed net-working between the LAPPB 

Representatives themselves.   

 

Being an LAPPB Representative takes work and dedication.  Our once-a-year 

meetings in Tallahassee are the “reward,” if you will, for all our hard work.  Meeting in the 

Capital Building, literally on a hill, and feeling the charged energy in the Chamber’s air 

made it all that much more real and rewarding. 
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This year, we continued to do our groundwork.  We “met” via an on-line 

Zoom Meeting at the beginning of “Virtual Legislative Week” and a follow-

up Zoom Meeting at the end of that week.  Although the LAPPB 

Representatives worked just as hard at setting up their meeting with key 

legislators, a Zoom Meeting will never replace meeting in person. 

 

Something that I have learned during my three years as LAPPB Representative is 

that most politicians only wish to speak with persons who can vote for them.  So, if you are 

interested in becoming a Key Psychologist who is willing to meet with the legislators in 

your voting district, please contact me.  Typically, you have only two people in your voting 

district with whom to meet, so that greatly reduces the running around that we LAPPD 

Representatives do trying to cover our entire counties. 

 

The meetings with these Legislators tend to be 

about a half-hour. I can set you up with a folder from the 

Florida Psychological Association, including “A 

Legislator’s Guide:  Communicating with Distressed 

Constituents.” The idea is to have a working relationship 

with these people so that when a bill comes up that we 

want them to weigh in on, they know us and what we stand 

for as well as what we can provide for them. 

 

I enjoy being a Legislative Affairs and Public Policy Board member.  There will 

continue to be important legislation that needs to be brought to these Senators and 

Representatives, including Applied Behavior Analysts seeking separate regulation not under 

490 as well as other bills impacting our scope of license.  This year, the Legislative Session 

is scheduled to begin in January 2016, so now is the time to attempt to visit our Legislatures 

while they are still in town.  By January, they will be in session in Tallahassee and won’t be 

available for local meetings.  Some of their Legislative Aides may be available locally but 

some of them will be in Tallahassee as well. 

 

I hope this has been informative, and if anyone has any other questions, please do 

not hesitate to contact me.  Join me and LAPPB by becoming a Key Psychologist in your 

voting district!  Remember, there is strength in numbers! 

 

Fondly submitted, 

Shelley Slapion-Foote, Ph.D. 

 

 

================================================  
Any human anywhere will blossom  

in a hundred unexpected talents and capacities  

simply by being given the chance to do so. 

-  Doris Lessing 

================================================ 
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Book Club – Alive & Well 
by Shelley Slapion-Foote, Ph.D., Book Club Chair 

305-271-1744 

fsfoote584@gmail.com 

 

We are happy to announce the “resurrection” of 

the Friday Book Club, starting October 23, 2015, from 

11:00am – 12:00Noon.  We will be reading from author 

Norman Doidge, M.D., The Brain that Changes Itself: 

Stories of Personal Triumph from the Frontiers of Brain 

Science (2007).  The Book Club Meeting will be held at 

the home of Frank and Shelley Foote, 9321 North 

Kendall Drive, Miami, Florida 33173.  We will discuss 

the first three chapters of the book.  

 

If you have any questions or need directions, please feel free to contact Shelley.  An 

enjoyable time will be had by all! 

 

================================================  
The more you read, the more things you know.   

The more that you learn, the more places you’ll go. 

- Dr. Seuss 

================================================  

 

Chapter Positions – Are You Called to Serve? 
by Terilee Wunderman, Ph.D., Newsletter/Communications Chair 

tw@drwunderman.com  

 

Are you inspired to serve your fellow psychologists?  Do 

you know someone who would be great to help our psychology 

community at this time?  Would you like to help make a positive 

difference for our field in these changing times? 

 

For the Miami-Dade-Monroe Chapter, we have two 

openings on our Board with wonderful opportunities to guide and 

support our local colleagues as we grow and learn together.  We 

are looking for nominations for a new President-Elect and a new Secretary.  Nomination 

forms are located in the Miami-Dade-Monroe section of the FPA website at 

www.flapsych.com.  Elections will begin on November 16 and end on December 15.  Now 

is the time to send in your nominations! 

 

If you have any questions about the nomination process or if you would like to know 

more about what is involved in serving as President-Elect or Secretary, please contact our 

Chapter President, Dr. Judith Migoya.   
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2015 Chapter Officers, Positions, and Committees 
 
 

 

Chapter Executive Committee 
  

President    Judith Migoya, Psy.D.                  j.migoya@mailppa.com 

President-Elect     Open 

Past-President    Thomas O. Bonner, Ph.D.       tbonner@drtombonner.com 

Secretary    Gloria Montes de Oca, Ph.D.         dr.gloriam@gmail.com  

Treasurer    Michelle Slapion-Foote, Ph.D.         fsfoote584@gmail.com 

Chapter Rep    Franklin Foote, Ph.D.                    fsfoote584@gmail.com 

Chapter Rep    Thomas O. Bonner, Ph.D.      tbonner@drtombonner.com  

LAPPB Rep   Michelle Slapion-Foote, Ph.D.         fsfoote584@gmail.com  

Student Rep   Vanessa Pareda, M.S.       vp197@nova.edu  

Membership Chair   Natalia Vallejos, Psy.D.         n.vallejos@mailppa.com  

PEC Chair   Regina Mendoza, Psy.D.     drrmendoza@yahoo.com 

Social Chair    Samantha Carella, Psy.D.      s.carella@mailppa.com 

Newsletter/Communications      Terilee Wunderman, Ph.D.              tw@drwunderman.com 

 

AD-HOC Committees 
  
Women's Issues     Wendy Joffe, Ph.D.              wjfcoach@yahoo.com  &   

          Stephanie Carter, Ph.D.      cart5438@bellsouth.net 

Children, Adolescents & Families Samantha Carella, Psy.D.   s.carella@mailppa.com 

Bylaws      William Samek, Ph.D.          samek@msn.com 

Hospital Practice    William Samek, Ph.D.          samek@msn.com 

Psychology and the Law   William Samek, Ph.D.          samek@msn.com  

Prescription Privileges   Lazaro Garcia, Ph.D.           lazarogarcia@bellsouth.net  & 

     Thomas O. Bonner, Ph.D.     tbonner@drtombonner.com  

Early Career Psychology   Lizmar Burguera, Psy.D.      l.burguera@mailppa.com  

Multicultural     Gloria Montes de Oca, Ph.D.  dr.gloriam@gmail.com   

Continuing Education   Samantha Carella, Psy.D.     s.carella@mailppa.com 

Family Violence and Child Abuse  Terilee Wunderman, Ph.D.   tw@drwunderman.com  

Geriatric Affairs    Open  

Historian     Open 

Ethnic Minority Affairs    Open 

Insurance and Healthcare   Open 

Crisis Response    Open 

Industrial/Organizational   Open 

Academic Affairs    Open 

 

 

=============================================================== 

Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.   -      Helen Keller 

===============================================================   
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Giving Thanks to Generous Hosts at The Palace 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Palace at Kendall 

 

 
 

11377 SW 84th Street, Miami, FL  33173 

Miami, Florida 33173 

305-270-7000 

www.thepalace.org  

 

http://www.thepalace.org/
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For a Smile 
 

=================================================================  

Against the assault of laughter, nothing can stand.        - Mark Twain 

=================================================================   
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=================================================================  

If it first you don’t succeed, try two more times  

so that your failure is statistically significant.  

– TwistedDoodles.com 

=================================================================   

 

From Your Editor   
Terilee Wunderman, Ph.D. 

tw@drwunderman.com 

 

Please consider writing an article about your insights, concerns, 

experiences, etc. as a psychologist as a way of supporting, educating and 

advocating for our profession and your colleagues in our community.  

Our newsletter is shared through the FPA email listserve and posted on 

the FPA website at www.flapsych.com.   

Contributions can be submitted to me or our Chapter President, Dr. Judith Migoya. 

 

 

=================================================================  

If you want to change the world, pick up your pen and write.    – Martin Luther King 

================================================================= 

 

mailto:tw@drwunderman.com
http://www.flapsych.com/

